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update on the Adaptive Management
project (pg 3), explaining how important
the monitoring data is, and Tim provides a
very wily description of what a ‘Malleefowl
volunteer’ is, and how to sell the ‘Malleefowl
product’ (pg 3). Training in the monitoring
system has been occurring around the
states, with the North Central Malleefowl
Preservation Group taking new folks out to
two of their sites in September (pg 5), while
Graeme Tonkin made the long journey out
to the Eyre Bird Observatory (EBO) in far
SE WA to meet up with and train new
volunteers and check the suitability of
maintaining the grid at this site. Graeme
gives some interesting history on the EBO,
and poses some thoughtful questions.
Graeme, Joe Benshemesh and Peter Stokie
travelled to central NSW in August to wave
STEPHEN DAVIES WITH SHARON
the Malleefowl flag and hopefully inspire a
range of new monitors, training people at a
The Malleefowl breeding season is well
and truly in full swing, with birds across the number of places including Rick Farley
Reserve - an indigenous-run reserve; West
country contending with anything but
Wyalong; and Mount Hope. Joe Dafoe,
average weather for both winter and at
Malleefowl volunteer and enthusiast from
least part of spring. SA and NSW had the
SA, gives an excellent overview of this trip
wettest winters since a very long time. In
(pg 8).
WA it was the wettest winter for 18 years
Meet Peri Stenhouse, ‘our latest’ PhD
overall, however, some areas of the lower
candidate and learn about her exciting
south-west saw below average rainfall.
research project on the persistence and
Winter rainfall in NW Vic tended near
dispersal of Malleefowl on Eyre Peninsula,
average, while September was the wettest
SA, under a drying climate (pg 2), and meet
on record for the north and west of the
our newest recovery team member Mal
State. These wet conditions have the
potential to bring better-than-average food Norman, who shares a little on his life-long
supplies for Malleefowl, not only this season love of birds and where this has led him
(pg 12). Recovery team member David
but also in following seasons, however,
Kellett provides an update on what the
there is also the potential of increased fire
risk later in the season from increases in fuel Riverina Local Land Services in West
load. Whatever the case, the data captured Wyalong, NSW are up to (pg 9).
On a sad note, John Olsen, President of
by scores of enthusiasts who are out there
the VMRG, gives an honorable and
monitoring grids will give us valuable
information on current Malleefowl breeding deserving tribute to long-time Malleefowl
supporter and general conservationist
activity.
extraordinaire Bernie Fox, who passed
In this edition Darren Southwell from
away in April this year (pg 7). Through my
Melbourne Uni provides an overview and

involvement on the recovery team I have
had the pleasure and privilege of sharing
many conversations and dinners with
Bernie over the years – he was motivating
and passionate, and is sadly missed.
On a recent holiday to SW WA, amongst
searching for rare orchids and trying to
photograph Carnaby’s cockatoos, I
managed a delightful catch-up with fellow
recovery team member Stephen Davies
(pictured with myself), plus a quick visit
with Vicky Bilney at the Yongergnow
Malleefowl Centre in Ongerup, before
heading off to the Corackerup Reserve to
monitor the Malleefowl site there. This site
was established in 1993 by the Malleefowl
Preservation Group, has around 44
mounds, and is located in amazingly dense
Mallee/heath vegetation. Whilst trying to
find the easiest path through the often very
spiky scrub to the next mound, I thought
many times of the group of volunteers who
did the initial search here to find and GPS
all mounds, and was filled with deep
admiration. It reminded me of just how
many sites we have established right across
southern Australia, and how many
individuals have toiled through the scrub to
set up these sites, and then return each
year, often with a well thought-out and
predetermined route to travel to known
mounds. Hats off to you all – it’s a great
feeling when you’ve completed it, and even
better when you’ve sent back the
equipment and know that your data will go
into the database and contribute to
Malleefowl conservation! On this trip and
close to the Corackerup Reserve, I also
travelled (inadvertently) through a section
of farmland recently revegetated by
Greening Australia WA, and was amazed at
the scale of this particular undertaking.
Read more about this large-scale habitat
restoration project on page 4, and be
inspired.
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MALLEEFOWL IN A CHANGING CLIMATE

IN THIS ISSUE:

BY PERI STENHOUSE, ADELAIDE UNIVERSITY

PAGE 3 Adaptive Management
Valued volunteers

Hi everyone, I’m Peri, a new PhD
student at the University of Adelaide. I
have recently finished my MSc degree
in Munich, Germany and moved to
Adelaide last April. This was as a result
of seeing my now supervisor Katherine
Moseby’s ad in the Ecological Society
of Australia about the possibility of a
PhD project studying the movement
and survival of Malleefowl on the Eyre
Peninsula of South Australia. As I love
birds, conservation and fieldwork, I
jumped at the chance!
The overall background is the
continuing decline of Malleefowl
numbers. Katherine has noticed similar
declines on their property on the Eyre
Peninsula and advertised the PhD
project to find out, with novel
methods, how we can help Malleefowl
adapt to the changing conditions
caused by climate change. My project
title is Malleefowl (Leipoa ocellata) in a

help determine the size and distribution
of habitat patches required to conserve
the species. We will track current
movements using solar powered GPS
trackers. Adults will also be colour
banded and cameras used to record
their site fidelity and survival in various
habitat patches. Genetics is also a part
of this study and will help us identify
prior movement or lack thereof between
populations.
We will also study methods for
improving the resilience of Malleefowl to
a drying climate such as reducing
competition with herbivores and
identifying the appropriate size of
habitat corridors or patches. By
reducing the impacts of goats and
kangaroos on vegetation we may
increase the food availability for
Malleefowl. This may increase breeding
success in wet years and offset deaths
caused by the prolonged dry periods
predicted to occur under climate
change.
We are focusing our study on the Eyre
Peninsula where large intact areas of
habitat are interspersed with smaller
fragmented areas. Malleefowl are
patchily distributed here but, as
mentioned before, have undergone
recent declines. There is already
significant volunteer support on the
Eyre Peninsula with local residents keen
to assist with the study by monitoring
banded birds and active mounds.
Please report any Malleefowl sightings
on the Eyre Peninsula to
www.epmalleefowl.com.au . Click on
report sightings and fill in the survey.
You can also contact me through
epmalleefowl@adelaide.edu.au .
Looking forward to meeting everyone
and working with you to help
Malleefowl!

changing climate: can we help a
threatened species adapt to a drier
and hotter environment?
As most readers would know, the
drivers of the Malleefowl’s decline
include pressures such as habitat loss,
predation and wildfire. Climate change
is expected to increase these
pressures, leading to localised
extinctions and exacerbating their
decline.
We aim to understand how a drying
climate may impact Malleefowl by
studying their ability to move and
disperse within and between habitat
patches. If local populations become
extinct due to increased drought or
wildfire caused by climate change,
then understanding the ability of
Malleefowl to recolonise patches will

PAGE 4 Habitat restoration, WA
PAGE 5 Monitoring in WA
PAGE 6 Eyre Bird Observatory, WA
PAGE 7 Vale Bernie Fox, Vic
PAGE 8 Malleefowl in NSW
PAGE 9 Riverina activities, NSW
PAGE 10 ‘Mallee Post’ historical, Vic
PAGE 11 Vic historical (contd)
PAGE 12 NMR Team member.
*********************************

CONTACT US
National
National Malleefowl Recovery
Team
Chairperson
Sharon Gillam 08 8463 6927
sharon.gillam@sa.gov.au
Coordinator
Tim Burnard 03 5581 2205
tim.burnard@birdlife.org.au
Editor
Gil Hopkins 03 5383 8207
giliz@activ8.net.au
Submissions for Edition eleven of
Around the Mounds close on
Friday 24/03/17.
24/03/17.
For editing, articles are best sent
by email as attached documents,
with photos also as attachments
(but please try to compress photos
to less than 2MB!).
This Newsletter is available at
www.nationalmalleefowl.com.au
where you can also find the
National Malleefowl Database.

As part of a trial at Monarto Zoo this
Malleefowl now gets to wear a GPS
tracker backpack for a couple of weeks.
*NB: The tracker sits a bit too high and

forward. This will be amended for the
wild Malleefowl.

Other important websites for news,
information and photos include
www.malleefowlvictoria.org.au
www.malleefowl.com.au
www.malleefowl.net.au
You can also check Facebook for
National Malleefowl Recovery Team
and Malleefowl Victoria group
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MALLEEFOWL ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT EXPERIMENT
BY DARREN SOUTHWELL, MELBOURNE UNIVERSITY
In April this year, the University of
Melbourne organised a series of
workshops to discuss progress of the
Malleefowl Adaptive Management
project, which is part of National
Environmental Science Program
(NESP). The workshops, held in Perth
and Mildura, brought together more
than 20 land managers from over a
dozen land management agencies
from all corners of Australia. They
were a huge success and demonstrate
how multiple agencies can work in
parallel to help improve Malleefowl
persistence. But first some
background.
So what’s the problem? Well,
Malleefowl populations have declined
over the last hundred or so years as a
result of processes such as habitat
fragmentation, livestock grazing,
altered fire regimes and the arrival of
introduced predators, such as foxes
and cats. While there is no doubt that
all of these threats impact on
Malleefowl to some extent, it is
difficult to know which ones we should
manage. The current approach is to
control introduced predators through
fox baiting. However, the effectiveness
of this action is unclear. For example,
some scientific studies have
concluded that fox baiting has little
benefit on Malleefowl, while others
highlight foxes as a major contributor
to population declines.
To resolve this issue, the Malleefowl
Adaptive Management project was
formed back in 2013. What is adaptive
management? It is a strategy for

dealing with decision-making under
uncertainty. It involves choosing an
action at the start of a management
program, and then allows this action to
be adjusted over time based on how
well it performs. In other words,
adaptive management is about doing
something, monitoring how well it
works, and then adapting this strategy
to ‘zero in’ on something that works
best. It’s different from ‘trial and error’
because adaptive management has a
specific plan that helps resolve
uncertainty as quickly as possible,
rather than just trying the first thing
that comes to mind.
In the case of Malleefowl, the adaptive
management project aims to actively
learn about the effectiveness of
predator baiting at improving
Malleefowl persistence. At various
locations where Malleefowl are known
to occur, we are setting up around 41
experimental sites. There will be two
types of sites: what we call ‘control’
sites, where predators aren’t managed,
and ‘treatment’ sites, where predators
are controlled with poison baiting. By
positioning control and treatment sites
nearby one another (but not too close),
we hope to isolate the effect of baiting
from other factors that might influence
Malleefowl activity, so that we can learn
about its effectiveness as quickly as
possible. At the same time, we will also
be passively learning about the effect of
other threats on Malleefowl by
analysing data from the national longterm monitoring program. By
combining these sources of information

OUR VALUED OLDER VOLUNTEERS
VOLUNTEERS
I often hear people in community
groups say that they must attract
younger people to keep the group
alive. Maybe this is true in some cases
(eg scout groups!) but I’m not so sure
about our Malleefowl Monitoring
Community.
Don’t get me wrong; young people
attending events is great. The VMRG
initiative to have fun exercises for our
younger volunteers at the annual
training weekend is very clever.
But the people who get involved with
us are often approaching retirement
(let’s say 55+). In marketing parlance
Empty Nesters but I’ll call them Empty
Mounders. The children have moved
out, married, or left for university. They
are at a transitional point in their lives,
with higher discretionary income and a
newfound freedom to spend and
pursue new interests (I found that on
the web somewhere).

we hope to focus-in on the best
management strategy for Malleefowl.
over time,
The aim of the workshops was to
gather everyone involved in the
adaptive management baiting
experiment to assess progress towards
setting up the sites. The good news is
that participants are as keen as ever to
be involved. Many have conducted
LiDAR searches for mounds and will be
conducting the first round of
monitoring in the next 6 months.
Motion-triggered cameras will also be
deployed at sites to monitor predator
activity. Like the National Malleefowl
Monitoring Program, the Adaptive
Management experiment will utilise
volunteers to monitor mounds and
process camera photos. Some
managers are already collecting data
for analysis by the University of
Melbourne Team.
The Malleefowl Adaptive
Management experiment is one of the
biggest experiments of its kind ever to
be conducted in Australia. Not only will
it accelerate our understanding of the
relationship between predator control
and Malleefowl, it will also provide a
broader understanding of the effect of
predator control on predator densities.
This information will greatly benefit
other predator control programs in
Australia. Importantly, this project is
also a rare example of how
management and monitoring can be
coordinated at a national-scale across
multiple land tenures to inform
threatened species management.

BY TIM BURNARD,
BURNARD NATIONAL COORDINATOR

So if we want to attract this prize of
all volunteer demographics how do we
do it? I did a quick bit of googling and
found first, that’s what most of us
Empty Mounders do - a bit of
googling. We are actually pretty tech
savvy. This means we can
communicate to this target market
using technology like good websites
and social media outlets and let them
know what they are missing out on something the VMRG have been
working on recently.
Then I read that an Empty Mounders
shopping list might include:
•
Technology Products and
Electronics to Stay in Contact with
their Children
•
Health, Fitness, and Beauty Items
•
Vacation Travel Packages
including Cruise Lines
•
Self-Improvement Courses

Malleefowl monitoring ticks these
boxes. We use the latest technologies,
it’s healthy and gets us holidaying in
the Australian bush. It helps us feel
good about contributing to the
community. Often called bushwalking
with a purpose, Malleefowl monitoring
has to be a good all-rounder for
Empty Mounders just looking for
something to do next spring.
You could say that to many Empty
Mounders, Malleefowl monitoring is a
great ‘product’.
So next time you are thinking of
ways to get to potential monitors,
don’t forget to include Empty
Mounders as a marketing target
group. Probably the easiest way to
contact these people is through your
existing networks. It’s just a matter of
inviting people to a training session!
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LARGE SCALE HABITAT RESTORATION FOR MALLEEFOWL
IN THE YARRA YARRA, WA
ANNE SMITH SOUTH WEST REGIONAL PROGRAM MANAGER, GREENING AUSTRALIA
Earlier this year, Greening Australia
announced an exciting project,

Improving Remnant Vegetation to
Enhance Malleefowl Neighbourhoods
in the Yarra Yarra Catchment of the
Northern Agricultural Region, WA.
This is a partnership project between
Greening Australia, the Northern
Agricultural Catchments Council and
Yarra Yarra landholders to focus
revegetation efforts towards
improving habitat for the iconic
Malleefowl.
With funding from the Australian
Government’s 20 Million Trees
Program, the community and project
partners will revegetate over 300
hectares of cleared farmland through
direct seeding and tree planting of
native species. The revegetation will
increase native vegetation cover and
provide habitat for the Malleefowl and
potentially other listed species such as
the Western Spiny-tailed Skink and
the threatened plant species,
Fitzgerald’s Mulla Mulla.
Yarra Yarra farmers have proudly
been working to address land
management issues in the catchment
since 1997. The catchment, which
covers over 1.8 million hectares,
contains an impressive diversity of
flora and vegetation communities;
however, as is the case in many
agricultural areas, the Yarra Yarra has
been heavily cleared with less than
10% native vegetation cover now
remaining.
The project will support the local
community’s continued efforts to
strategically restore cleared farmland.

During initial project development, ten
farmers have identified parcels of land
on their properties for revegetation.
These areas will be revegetated using
Greening Australia’s direct seeding
technologies that have been refined
over many years.
Direct seeding is the back bone of
Greening Australia’s vast revegetation
program that has been undertaken
over recent years across the south
west of WA. This program includes the
‘Living Mortlock’ project in the central
wheatbelt (target 1,550ha) and three
other 20 Million Trees projects
comprising:
1. 300ha of restoration at Beverley on
indigenous owned Avondale Farm;
2. 100ha on the University of WA’s
Future Farm 2050; and
3. 842ha of restoration as part of two
projects located within the
Gondwana Link in southern WA.
Our direct seeding practitioner, Dave
Collins, will work closely with NACC
staff and participating farmers to
ensure that all site preparations are
undertaken to specification and the
sites are ready for planting. Also,
recalcitrant species will be propagated
in a local nursery (from seed or
cuttings where seed is not available)
and hand planted. In the 2017 season,
the project team will be putting out a
call to the local community for people
interested in being involved in the
hand planting work.
An important part of the project will
be to monitor and evaluate both the
short term success of our revegetation
but also whether we have successfully

created viable Malleefowl habitat or
not. This will require an ongoing
commitment beyond the life of the
project and so Greening Australia
hopes to work closely with the
experts from North Central Malleefowl
Preservation Group to ensure this
aspect is in sound hands.
The on-ground work is now well
underway and with the better than
average seasonal rainfall the south
west agricultural sector has been
experiencing, we have no doubt this
year’s revegetation effort will yield
some fantastic outcomes.

DIRECT SEEDING OCCURRED MID-MAY AND ALREADY
TINY PLANTS ARE GERMINATING
PHOTO J. MURPHY, 12TH JUNE 2016

Greening Australia is keen for
farmers in the Yarra Yarra to contact
us if they would like to be involved,
particularly those who have
revegetation sites capable of
supporting good Malleefowl habitat
(ie. diverse mallee and/or tall Acacia
shrublands on sand and/or gravel).
For more information regarding this
project please contact Tracy at
tachemedei@greeningaustralia.org.au

MALLEEFOWL WORKING HIS MOUND
PHOTO: KEITH LIGHTBODY
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DALWALLINU MONITORING, WA
BY JOY MCGILVRAY
The North Central Malleefowl
Preservation Group (NCMPG)
monitored two sites, Reudaveys and
Carters near the wheatbelt town of
Dalwallinu (approximately 260km
north of Perth) on the weekend of
September 17/18, 2016.
Twelve people attended with some
travelling from Pinjarra, Perth and
Wylkatcham to join local NCMPG
members. We gathered at the
Dalwallinu caravan park on a very cold
windy Saturday morning before
heading out to the Reudaveys site to
monitor approximately 50 mounds
which included both known mounds
and ‘possible mounds’ as identified by
a LiDAR flyover of several sites in the
area during 2015.

GORDON MCNEILL; MALCOLM MCGILVRAY, GLENDA
DONNES AT AN ACTIVE MOUND
PHOTO GLENDA MCNEILL

BACK - BRIAN MARTIN, GLENDA DONNES, GORDON MCNEILL, MALCOLM MCGILVRAY, PHIL LEWIS,
HARRIET DAVIE, DAVID LULLFITZ; FRONT LAURIE DONNES, CARL DANZI, JOY MCGILVRAY, ANN
LULLFITZ
PHOTO - GLENDA MCNEILL

‘New’ data collectors were ‘trained
on-the-job’ as we monitored.
Five active mounds were found all of
which were known mounds; with
LiDar locating two inactive mounds
whilst other LiDAR ‘mounds’ were
identified as piles of wood and heaps
of soil as a result of fence
construction.
After enjoying an evening meal at
the Dalwallinu pub we met again on
Sunday morning on a beautiful warm
and sunny morning and journeyed
north to Wubin and on to the Carters

site. Again there were about 50 mounds
and LiDAR ‘mounds’ to monitor. No
active mounds were found at this site.
LiDAR ‘possible mounds’ included a
rubbish dump; pile of wood; piles of
gravel in a gravel pit; one old mound
with fresh activity and one with a deep
hole. Malleefowl tracks were found on a
track outside this grid.
Rainfall has been high this year
resulting in a profusion of wildflowers
with reports of the best for several years
drawing many visitors to the area.

W18 - EYRE BIRD OBSERVATORY WA
BY GRAEME TONKIN
A Brief History
The following extracts have been
provided by Rod Smith:

that period. There were six active
mounds in 1991 and 1995 and five
active mounds in 1993. A banding
In 1929 W.S. McColl wrote in a
program resulted in the colourpersonal communication to the
Western Australian Museum, “… these banding of nine Malleefowl in the four
birds and their nests were seen in their years to 1995, then two more in 2005.
hundreds between Eucla and Twilight
1996 saw a sudden change of fortune
Cove.” He attributed their apparent
with a large lightning-caused fire in
reduction in numbers by that time to
the Mallee just a few kilometres east
the appearance of the fox.
of Eyre. Until then fires were almost
In May 1977 work began on the
unheard of; there was no evidence of
access track to the abandoned Eyre
large bushfires within many kilometres
Telegraph Station. Within days major of Eyre. That year nearly two hundred
efforts were applied to the building
square kilometres of bush was burned.
itself, to eventually create a habitable At about that time the rabbit calici
dwelling for Eyre Bird Observatory.
virus was released on the Nullarbor
Later, when the recording of bird
properties close to Eyre Highway.
species became the routine of the
Possibly as a result of either, or both,
observatory, it became easier to gain of those events two carcases of
more specific information about the
Malleefowl were found near their
occurrence of Malleefowl there.
active mounds in 1996, as predators
Between 1977 & 1989 various efforts (wild dogs, dingos and foxes) were,
were put into recording Malleefowl
presumably, forced to seek out new
activity and in 1989 the first of the
feeding habitats. Since then the
coordinated searches began.
reporting of Malleefowl at Eyre has
From 1989 to 1995 twenty eight
been low. As a consequence
active mounds were discovered, two
monitoring of mounds in the study
of them on three occasions during
area and banding of birds at active

mounds, was put on hold after 1996.
In June 2005 the Malleefowl
Preservation Group conducted a
human chain method of searching
bushland at Eyre, mostly in an area
which had been previously searched.
This was funded by BHP Billiton Nickel
West and manned by up to twenty
volunteers for two weeks. It reestablished the Malleefowl program
and boosted Eyre’s financial reserves.
The team’s efficiency resulted in the
positioning of seventy mounds where
only twenty one were previously
known, although the new survey
covered a slightly larger area.
Heartening news: three of the mounds
discovered were active, and two
continued to be by September.
In September 2006 another group of
volunteers, smaller in number, visited
each of the mounds. During this
monitoring exercise one active mound
was discovered and a Malleefowl seen
nearby.
The next monitoring of those seventy
mounds took place in August 2008.
Continued next page
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EYRE BIRD OBSERVATORY (C0NTINUED FROM PAGE 5)
For the 2016 Monitoring, Joe Dafoe,
a volunteer, and I left Adelaide on
Thursday September 8 with a plan to
drive as far as Ceduna that day. We
arrived in Ceduna early so decided to
continue on to Penong, only to find
the power was off and we couldn’t
get accommodation or fuel. What
Now???? We decided to travel on to
Nundroo but that put us in the
position of not having sufficient fuel
to continue past Nundroo or return
to Penong. As it turned out Nundroo
is not on the state power grid so we
were able to buy fuel and get
accommodation. That was a stroke
of luck as on the return journey we
found out the power did not come
back on until the Friday evening.
We left Nundroo about 5:30am
next day and intended to call into
the Head of Bight to see the whales
but arrived before the gate opened
so we continued on to Eyre Bird
Observatory (EBO), arriving about
2pm (photo below).

We checked out a couple of
Malleefowl mounds on our way in to
the observatory in preparation for
the following morning’s training.
When we arrived the caretakers,
Ron & Narelle Leven were on their
weekly supply trip to Cocklebiddy so
we strolled down to the beach to kill
some time. Joe did his usual bird
watching thing whilst hugging the
trees and smelling the flowers.
On our return the prospective
malleefowlers had arrived from
Perth, John & Beth Hanrahan and
their daughter Jane (shown below).

Ron & Narelle arrived a little while
later so we moved our gear in and
settled into our home for the next
few days.
Life at EBO is one of routine with
three official daily weather
observations and the usual bird

JOHN & JANE HANRAHAN, GRAEME TONKIN MONITORING AT EYRE. PHOTO JO DAFOE

counting, starting at dawn and
continuing throughout the day.
Breakfast at 7am, lunch at 1pm and
dinner at 6.30pm in the dining room.
Dinner is followed by the ‘Bird Call’,
the recording of all bird sightings
during that day and visitors are
encouraged to participate.
Saturday commenced with
classroom training session followed by
field training during which we
monitored seven mounds as one
group, then back to EBO for lunch.
Then back into the field as two groups
to monitor 10 & 13 mounds
respectively, however time beat us
and neither group completed the task.
Sunday morning we returned to the
field with a target of 17 & 19 mounds
which we completed and returned to
EBO for lunch. In the afternoon two
groups walked out from the EBO and
monitored two mounds each with a
round trip of about 6km each.
Monday morning we ventured out to
complete the transects not finished on
Saturday and the job was done. That

afternoon Joe & I drove 13km west
along the beach and then walked
another 3km. We had lots to
contribute to the ‘Bird Call’ that
evening.
Tuesday morning we headed for
home, stopping in at the Head of
Bight to see the whales, then on to
Ceduna. Wednesday we drove on to
Adelaide, arriving home at 3pm.
The Results
Malleefowl at EBO are very scarce
with no active mounds and only two
Malleefowl signs recorded; MF prints
on one mound and MF prints across
the track into EBO. The whole site is
deep white sand with very little or no
understory (food plants). Quite a
number of mounds showed lots of
eggshell and it appears that eggshell
lasts a considerable time in this sandy
dry environment.
Consideration needs to be given to
whether this site should be monitored;
1) at all
2) annually or every five years?
3) in a good season?
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VALE BERNIE FOX
BY JOHN OLSEN,
OLSEN, VICTORIAN MALLEEFOWL
MALLEEFO WL RECOVERY
RECO VERY GROUP

The Victorian Malleefowl Recovery
Group lost a much loved and much
valued member with the passing of
Bernie Fox in April of this year.
As a former president and
committee member of the VMRG
Bernie contributed hugely to the
functioning of the organisation. His
inputs ranged from old fashioned hot
and hard slog in the field, which he
loved, to meetings where he
contributed good sense and endless
enthusiasm. He and Sue didn’t just
turn up to events, they usually played
an active part in the proceedings and
then cooked the barbecue or got their
hands dirty in some other way.
After living in Werribee for many
years, Bernie and Sue decided to
follow their dream of restoring
degraded former farmland and to
manage it for its wildlife values. In

2003 they bought 650 hectares of
rolled and cleared Mallee habitat at
Yanac, north of Nhill, which had little
vegetation except on the tops of the
dunes. The scepticism of the locals
gradually turned to admiration as
these “greenies” toiled to restore their
beloved ‘Mali Dunes’. Their efforts
were first rewarded when they saw a
Malleefowl on the place in 2006. Then
in 2010 one active mound, then two in
2013, seven in 2014 and eight last year.
Each of these was a wonderful
vindication of their efforts and a major
cause for celebration. It is also a
pointed indicator to the entire
conservation community - and to naysayers everywhere just what can be
achieved with dogged hard work and
a firm belief in what you are doing.
Bernie was always clear eyed and
determined about conservation issues
but able to work with others
constructively and collaboratively to
achieve an outcome. This was most
evident in his involvement in the
movement to stop the toxic waste
dump at Nowingi. In this campaign,
the EES panel hearing was the longest
on record lasting about 56 days.
Bernie was present nearly every day
of the hearing, especially as a research
assistant to Harry Van Moorst, who
was one of the major presenters
alongside the QC’s. Bernie also had a
role to support inexperienced
volunteer presenters. He listened and

counselled them and gave them
confidence. He gave a magnificent
presentation on social justice and
government responsibility to the
panel. Bernie established many great
friends in Mildura during this process
and the best bit of all was that we
stopped the Toxic Waste Dump.
That was just another indication of
the breadth of Bernie’s conservation
interests. As a ‘Friend of the Brisbane
Ranges Group’ Bernie was not just a
passenger, he put-in and helped
achieve some significant outcomes.
As a landcarer and grass roots activist
Bernie was there with sleeves rolled
up and full of ideas about the way
forward. Because he was so involved
in so many groups, Bernie was a great
networker with contacts in many
different but related groups and his
memorial service at Nhill allowed
many grateful organisations to
acknowledge his contributions.
People always felt lucky to have
known Bernie. He had a delightful
personal touch and made people feel
welcome and important. His
enthusiasm rubbed off on others and
encouraged them to share his
aspirations. He was a wonderful role
model as a conservationist and a
lovely person to know. He is missed
by all at the Victorian Malleefowl
Recovery Group and by all those who
knew him.
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MALLEEFOWL IN NSW
BY JOE DAFOE, SA VOLUNTEER
Malleefowl monitoring in New South
Wales has lagged behind other States
for many reasons. The National
Malleefowl Recovery Team (NMRT) is
trying to rectify this by bringing
together interested people for
discussion about Malleefowl
monitoring as well as training in
monitoring techniques.
I was fortunate to be invited to join
three members of the NMRT; Joe
Benshemesh (the Malleefowl Guru);
Peter Stokie (long time coordinator
for Victoria); and Graeme Tonkin
(master of gadgets) as we visited
three different groups in the Mallee
regions of NSW. We visited the Rick
Farley Reserve, a wonderful
Indigenous-managed reserve adjacent
to Mungo Lakes National Park, and
then travelled east to visit interested
and committed people in West
Wyalong and Mount Hope.
At the Rick Farley Reserve,
Indigenous men Mick, Darren, Michael
& Andrew Kelly, Ronald Briar & Dave
Bye looked after us at the bush camp
which they have built, and prepared
meals for up to 30 people daily,
including feral goat, kangaroo, and
damper. Joining us there was a class
of TAFE students and their teacher
Noel Hayward from Mildura; Local
Land Services Officer Ronnie
O’Donnell and her partner Tom from
Buronga; botanist Caroline Gross from
University of New England in
Armidale as well as Mal Ridges and
Mick Young. They took us to an
important cultural area called the
Amphitheatre, which like the Mungo
Lakes, was a lake filled with fresh
water during a wet climatic period
which ended about 18,000 years ago.
Indigenous people continued to live
there and the lake bed is filled with
artefacts such as cutting tools and
grinding stones, and old fire pits.

Mick Kelly (above) showed us the
rich selection of ancient cutting tools
flaked from nearby rocks and stones
for grinding seeds as well as old fire
pits at The Amphitheatre.
Mick and Darren guided us through
this area and emphasised that none of
these articles should ever be

removed, to my mind, a sharp
contrast to the idea European cultures
have that these items should be
removed and kept in museums and
private collections. It was a great
privilege to visit this area with
descendants of the people who have
lived here for at least 40,000 years.
After Joe gave a talk about
Malleefowl and why they are
important, we visited known
Malleefowl mounds and demonstrated
monitoring techniques using the ‘new’
smartphones, and heard about the old
days of Palm Pilots and even before
that when GPS was not available.
Then we conducted several transects,
spreading out up to seven people
(mostly students) in an even line
about 20 metres apart and searching
for around two kilometres or more
before swinging the whole line around
and walking back to the start. We
found five inactive mounds in this way
but evidence (eggshell) that
Malleefowl still live here despite the
abundance of goats and foxes.
This technique of using transects to
find Malleefowl mounds is a very
laborious and tiring process. I heard a
lot of talk from the team during the
trip about airborne technology called
LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging)
that may be used in future to survey
suitable areas for locating active and
inactive mounds. These could then be
checked by ground teams in the usual
manner. This technology, using pulsed
lasers, is being developed to use in
driverless cars, so accuracy is
essential!
From the Rick Farley Reserve we
travelled a long way east to the West
Wyalong office of Local Land Services
Officer David Kellett, where we met
several NSW government officials
interested in getting the monitoring
started, and a local farmer Andrew
Cumming, with about 5,000 acres of
the 20,000 acre property he manages
suitable for Malleefowl. After the talk
by Joe about Malleefowl, and the
presentation by Graeme about how to
monitor a grid, there was a lot of
discussion about how to get started.
Then we went out to the farm
property where we studied a known
mound (inactive but used not so long
ago) (photo right), and again
demonstrated monitoring techniques.
Again there was a lot of discussion
about kickstarting monitoring efforts,
again possibly with the help of LiDAR.
The following morning we were in
Mount Hope, 200km north of West
Wyalong, again giving a workshop
about Malleefowl and monitoring

techniques in the Town Hall, this time
to a more diverse group that included
NSW workers, farmer Rodney Guest,
and some interested bird enthusiasts,
including one who came from as far
away as Newcastle!
After our discussions and another
fabulous lunch, Dave Egan of NSW
National Parks & Wildlife took us to
the Round Hill Reserve south of Mount
Hope to view and practise monitoring
at two mounds and continue the
discussion about monitoring on a
regular basis.
So that was it - 30 more people or so
infected by Joe’s enthusiasm and
knowledge of Malleefowl, and now
with the knowledge they need to
monitor the mounds.
What impressed me about this trip?
Joe and his infectious enthusiasm - he
can answer any question with
authority (equally he can answer with
authority if he doesn’t have an
answer); Graeme’s dexterity with
gadgets - they always work, or at least
if they don’t at first, he can get them
to work; the long term commitment of
individuals like Peter Stokie; the
enthusiasm of all of the participants;
the NSW workers, the TAFE students,
the birders; and maybe most
especially the farmers, a group of
people who I often think of being
opposed to environmental initiatives.
Kudos to everyone.

DELICIOUS DAMPER IN THE BUSH KITCHEN

MONITORING AT WEST WYALONG
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RIVERINA LOCAL LAND SERVICES
SERVICES,
ERVICES, NSW
BY DAVID KELLETT, WEST WYALONG
On August 16 Dr Joe Benshemesh and
Graeme Tonkin visited West Wyalong
to train eight locals how to monitor
Malleefowl mounds using smartphones
and equipment. The weather was
perfect and everyone had a great day
despite not spotting any Malleefowl. All
who attended are looking forward to
heading bush to monitor the mounds in
the upcoming months.
In 2016/17 a Riverina Local Land
Services project will focus on
‘Malleefowl Awareness’. Alongside
Marc Irvin, from the Office of
Environment and Heritage (OEH), we
are hoping to set up a live camera at
one of our active mounds here in the
Bland Shire. Viewers will be able to see
what is happening on the mound at
any time of the day without leaving the
comforts of their home or office. The
live stream will be broadcast on both
Riverina Local Land Services and OEH
websites.
As all of our Malleefowl sites in the
Bland Shire are surrounded by mixed
farming, Michael Leane from our
Biosecurity team and I have designed a
project that will hopefully give us a
better understanding of the movement
and behaviour of the local fox
population, and the most effective
baits to use in the area. To achieve this
we will be borrowing approximately 50
monitoring cameras from Mal Carnegie
(Lake Cowal Foundation), expert
advice and hands-on work from Paul
Meek and Guy Ballard (NSW DPI) and
hopefully up to 30 unsuspecting foxes
will be trapped and fitted with GPS
tracking collars.

We will also be welcoming back
Danielle Madden-Hallett a Senior
Ecologist and Spatial Analyst from
Donato Environmental Services (DES)
in the coming months as she does
some follow-up monitoring work last
undertaken in 2014.
And as always we are constantly
looking for information, new
Malleefowl sites and Malleefowl
sightings in the area. If anyone has
any questions regarding the
Malleefowl Project or would like
further information please feel free to
contact me at any time.

WILD DOG MOVEMENTS AS DISPLAYED ON RLLS
WEBSITE, FOX TRACKS WILL LOOK SIMILAR

PAUL MEEK WITH A GPS-COLLARED DINGO

All fox movements will be available on
the Riverina Local Land Services
website for all to see and the outcome
should benefit both the local
landholders to reduce lamb deaths and
help the protection of our beloved
Malleefowl.

WEST WYALONG MONITORING TRAINING
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THE MALLEE POST
ATM HISTORICAL ARTICLE
THE SMALLEST LOWANS
BY HAROLD L. BUCKINGHAM
FROM SUNRAYSIA NATURALISTS
NATURALISTS RESEARCH TRUST, SIXTH
SIXTH REPORT, APRIL 1969, PAGES 32-38, PER GIL HOPKINS
No matter how often seen, the emergence
of a Lowan* chick from the mound never fails
to arouse the same recurrent sense of
wonder. It springs not truly from the
fascinating sight of a bird suddenly rising
from beneath the quiet soil but from the
awareness also that what one has just seen is
not the beginning but the culmination of a
‘birth’. The last act of an archaic drama,
played out down below in the dark, sandy
depths.
The mind follows its unseen progress; from
the initial shattering of the deep-buried egg
through the long and desperate struggle of
the yet ‘unborn’ fledgling as it fights its way
upwards, hour after hour, to light and life.
Surely the strangest and most ancient and
mysterious way to become a bird! And
particularly such a bird, a true creature of the
sun, born from the buried warmth of its lifegiving rays and destined to be its slave ever
after in the secret, arid spaces of the sunparched Mallee scrubs.
Perhaps the manner of their coming
conditions the mood of the watcher. In the
early morning sunlight the mound lies, a
dome of lifeless sand in a small clear space.
Except for the call of a distant bird the bush
is still and silent; nothing stirs. Then, almost
instantaneously, before the mind can quite
comprehend it, one is looking into the wary
eye of an alert little bird; up like a Jack-in-thebox from the red Mallee sand. Although there
are other modes of emergence, this one is so
common that it could be said to be the
typical one.
In time, one becomes familiar with the minor
preliminary signs foretelling the coming. It
usually all occurs so quickly, in the space of a
few seconds, that unless the closest watch is
maintained the emergence will always be
startling to the observer. As a rule, the first
indication is a slight tremor of a few square
inches of sand at the top of the mound. A
moment later a wisp of brown feather is seen
on the sand where surely there was no
feather before. It is the back of the chick's
head, the beak and eyes are still below the
surface.
At this point variations in emergence begin,
due, perhaps, to the physical condition or the
temperament of the individual. Some raise
head and neck slowly, take in the whole
scene with one swift sweep of the newly
opened eyes, then straightway race,
wobbling, staggering and lurching, to the
safety of the nearest cover which, in this
area**, is always the base of one of the
surrounding clumps of tea-tree.
With others, stronger or wilder or it may be
more timid, the feather erupts violently; a
little, brown, mottled geyser exploding out
with not a moment to lose in its dash for
safety. Others again, weary perhaps from the
dark struggle, disinter themselves slowly and
fall about and rest on top of the mound for
ten minutes or more before they, too, weave
weakly away to the nearest shelter.

Sometimes, especially in a mound which I
refer to as No. 5, the proprietors of which are
the most placid and trustful birds in the
group, many of the chicks seem to have
inherited the family disposition. Rearing
unhurriedly from the sand, these may sit
half-submerged for five minutes or more,
gazing calmly and confidently about them,
untroubled by the presence of man. Some of
these special types have been seen to sit in
plain sight on open ground for a few minutes
while on their way to cover.
Having gained protective shelter, behaviour
is in all individuals the same. The chick, still
uncertainly coordinated physically, rests for
periods ranging from one to three or four
hours. It is also a time of preparation for its
imminent debut, before nightfall, as a
complete, efficient, self-reliant and selfsupporting Lowan. At first it is very unsteady
on its newfound legs, tumbling over when
attempting to stand upright. Balance soon
being achieved, it begins the process of
discovering itself; preening, scratching its
chin with a claw like the big birds; flapping
its wings and pecking experimentally at a
nearby seed-head or at minute things on the
ground. Sooner or later, the time comes to
begin the great adventure. Some essay it
within the hour, slipping from cover to cover
until they disappear from sight; stouthearted little birds taking on all the chances
and perils of the unknown on the first day of
life.
Once only, and astonishingly, has a chick
been seen to fly. Astonishing for two
reasons; the act was not impelled by fear
and it occurred 25 minutes after emergence.
This chick was from No. 5 mound, referred
to previously as producing some remarkably
placid individuals. Sitting in open shade, it
was twice observed to spring into the air,
flapping its wings vigorously, then resting.
Quite suddenly, it happened. Launching itself
strongly from the ground it became
airborne, flying for 15 yards about a foot
above ground. I picked it up and carried it
back to a shady place where I could watch it
in comfort but nothing would induce it to
give another exhibition. It squatted, quietlly
resting, for the next four hours.
It is thought that the first day is spent
chiefly in resting, moving at times from one
shelter to another. Several times I have
attempted to keep a chick under
observation for the day but the attempt has
always ended in failure. They vanish, sooner
or later. Wary and elusive, with a highly
developed instinct for survival and a
mottled, inconspicuous camouflage that
blends perfectly with the play of light and
shade on the litter of the forest floor, the
time always comes when one realizes that
the little creature is no longer where it was
thought to be. They make full use of cover,
even when hard-pressed, noticeably
endeavouring to keep a bush or a clump of
Mallee obstructing the line of vision between
themselves and the pursuer.

There have been some chicks in my
experience which, in the initial settling-down
period following emergence, seem to have
not yet become conscious of the quality of
fear. Sitting quietly while a finger gently
strokes them along the back, they peer from
beneath the covering hand at the new world
around them. It is a rather chastening
experience for one of the lords of creation to
meet this pristine innocence of Nature so
intimately.
No contact, communication or recognition
exists between parents and chick. Mostly
they never see each other. In the few
instances observed when contact has been
unavoidable - as when a chick emerges while
one or both parents are on the mound - all
are equally disinterested. An adult, if startled
by the unexpected dash of a moving object
towards it, may leap aside with a squawk of
surprise, only to begin work again
immediately, completely indifferent to the
thing just encountered. A chick uncovered
on its way to the surface while an adult is
excavating will be kicked out in a shower of
sand, the bird not giving it a second glance.
All chicks emerge in the morning. Although it
is rash to postulate any definite rule where
nature is concerned, all my observations
confirm this. The record of one mound, given
here, is typical of all:- the first chick of the
season, in early November, emerged at 7.45
a.m. On the following days the next four
were within half an hour either way of this
time. As the season progressed they began
to emerge earlier, until in mid and late
summer the times were from a little before
sunrise to half an hour later, the earliest seen
emerging at 5.15am. It may be entirely coincidental but this advancement of emerging
times corresponded roughly with the
progression of egg-laying times, which I had
noted earlier. The first eggs, in early
September, were laid between 10 and
11.30am, the time gradually advancing until
the last eggs, in late December, were laid not
later than 6.30am.
Incubation times also show a progressive
reduction during the season. Again, the
record of one mound may be taken as
typical. This mound was selected for the
purpose and the closest observation was
maintained in order to avoid any possibility
of error. The writer was present at the laying
of every egg and the emergence of every
chick:- the first egg was laid on the 10th of
September, the first chick emerging on the
10th November, 61 days later. The next took
60 days and thereafter chicks emerged in
the successive order of 59, 57, 56, 54, 52, 51,
51, 51, 47 and 46 days, the incubation time for
the last five remaining steady at 46 days.
The eggs were laid at 5 and 6-day intervals
throughout the season but, due to the
progressive reduction of incubation time, the
first seven chicks emerged at irregular
intervals of 3, 4 or 5 days. From the first
week in December the remainder came at
predictable intervals, corresponding to the
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egg-laying intervals already known - i.e.
every 5th or 6th day - with one notable
exception, which for a chaotic hour seemed
to destroy all belief in the validity of the
record.
The last three chicks had arrived on the 4th,
10th and 16th of December, at 6-day intervals
from eggs laid respectively on the 14th, 20th
and 26th of October; incubation time in each
case being 51 days. The record showed that
the next egg was laid on the 31st of October,
five days later. It was assumed that the chick
would arrive in five days time, but next day,
on the morning of the 17th December, I found
myself staring unbelievingly at a chick's head
protruding above the surface of the mound,
twenty-four hours after the previous one. The
explanation was simple but it did not
become clear for some time. The chick had
arrived in 47 days. Incubation time had been
reduced by four days in one step. I had
earlier thought that a situation like this could
be possible, but I was totally unprepared for
the demonstration. The shortening of
incubation periods is apparently resultant
from (a) the observed and measured
increase in mound temperature as the season
advances and (b) the lower and waning
fermentation heat of the litter forming the
egg chamber, as it is superseded by the
stored solar heat daily worked into the
mound above and around the eggs.
Until the rhythm of hatching became stable
and predictable a constant daily watch had
to be kept, beginning in late October, fifteen
days before the first chick appeared and
continuing until late December. This entailed
being at the mound, twenty miles away from
home and breakfast, for over sixty
consecutive dawns. Commenting, on this, a
friend caustically pointed out that "You don't
HAVE to be mad -- but it helps!" What did
help was the fact that the observation
provided an invaluable foundation for
subsequent studies.
A mark, indicating recent emergence, is
invariably left behind by the chick as it
escapes from the mound. Insignificant and
easily overlooked, especially if the mound is
topped with a cover of sticks and litter, it is a
small depression in the sand, about the size
and shape of a saucer. It can, however,
sometimes be misleading.
Once, noting the sign immediately on
reaching the mound, I sat down, a little
disappointed, to await the arrival of the male
bird to begin his day's labour. An hour later
the bottom of the saucer heaved, there was a
flurry of sand and a chick tumbled down the
side of the mound. It had been lying
immobile beneath the surface. The
depression was caused by the displacement
of sand as the chick worked its way up. The
depression seems to be always above the
known position of the egg, suggesting that
the chick rises vertically.
The probabilities of survival of the young
chicks are unknown. In the area studied it is
estimated that there could be 150 to 200
chicks hatched in a normal season on every
thousand acres. Yet surprisingly few young
or unmated birds are seen.
Predators, including foxes, are rare in the
region; only very infrequently the fresh pad

of a fox may be seen near the mounds. It is
possible, however, that even one pair of hunting
foxes could account for most of, if not all the
young chicks in their range.
All observations suggest that availability of
food is not a limiting factor in survival
expectancy. The behaviour of the male adult in
the breeding season supports this assumption.
In constant attendance at the mound for at
least four months of the season, he seems never
to stray more than 100 yards away from it at his
morning and evening feeding times, finding all
the food he needs in an area of two or three
acres. Whatever the reason or cause, the
number of breeding mounds in the area does
not increase, despite the number of chicks
hatched.
The hardiness of a Lowan chick and its
inherent ability to survive, or the power of
Nature's unconquerable urge to live, was seen
very recently. A chick - the last of the season was due to arrive on Sunday the 9th of
February. The last seven of its 19 predecessors
had emerged with regularity every sixth day but
this one failed to appear.
On the previous afternoon rain had begun to
fall - to be described later as ‘unprecedented’,
over 4 inches being registered in 24 hours. It
rained steadily all through the night before and
on the morning following. An examination of
the mound showed that it was successfully
shedding the downpours. A surface ‘skin’ of
about three-quarters of an inch was wet; below
that the sand was warm and dry.
On the following morning, the 7th day, the male
bird dug out the mound - a common practice
on the day following rain. The egg was not
uncovered. The interior of the mound was dry,
except for one small area above the egg.
Probing the wet sand to feel if the egg was still
there, something moved beneath my fingers.
From the unseen thing beneath the surface
came a harsh but muffled croaking sound. Then,
rather shockingly, a swaying lump of wet sand
detached itself from the mass, wavering
uncertainly from side to side. Encased in the
adhering lump was the head of the chick invisible. I lifted it out and laid it on the dry sand
at the bottom of the crater (photo next page).
Let the notes, written at the mound-side, tell the
story:-

“It lies on its back, legs feebly twitching, its
wings spread fan-wise where they have fallen.
They look naked, the shafts of the quills bare
and blue and bony like a many-fingered
skeleton hand. The skin of its body shows up in
bald patches through the scanty down. Its legs
cease to twitch and for a long time it lies
motionless, the only sign of life being the barely
perceptible trembling of the body. It is very
weak and I wait for it to die.
Now it rolls over and lies still, head twisted
beneath it, half-buried in the dry sand, eyes still
unopened. It is drying in the warm air; the quills
begin to lose their bony appearance, the
filaments folded tightly around the shafts begin
to unfurl. It sits up on its haunches like a dog,
trembling violently, head drooping, eyes closed.
It has fallen on its back, wings helplessly spread,
body barely pulsating. The calling of the adult
birds comes closer, the male bellowing, the hen
whining shrilly in answer. They have been
absent for three hours. As I lean low into the
mound over the chick a gust of sand sprays us.

The male is on the mound, half-inclined to fill
it in. Perhaps he thinks the egg is still there.
He takes no notice of the chick.
When the sand hit the chick it struggled
momentarily before again collapsing. Two
hours pass. It still lives. I touch it and an eye
opens, looking at me steadily with the
familiar brown wary eye I know so well. Sand
grains still adhere to the eye-ball.
Another hour passes. It is very still, its
scanty feathers occasionally lift as the body
inflates in a long sigh. Ants crawl over it. It is
dying – “
At this point I took it home, to give it a
chance to live if that were possible.
What happened to it was obvious. The
mounds in this ‘desert country’ efficiently
shed rain but, being built entirely of fine,
hour-glass sand with no absorbent loam,
there are always one or two points where
percolation will occur, the water following a
fortuitous line of entry and creating a slim
pillar or pipe of wet sand down through the
dry interior. One of these ‘pipes’ had formed
directly above the egg. The chick instead of
finding dry sand above it after leaving the
egg, encountered a cohering mass of wet
sand which could not be displaced from
above to below the chick as it tried to work
upwards. For a day and a half it had been
entombed alive, fighting endlessly,
desperately and hopelessly.
At home I placed it in a high-sided carton
and left it in a quiet room. An inspection of
the sealed eye showed that the lower lid was
distended with sand. Bathing gradually
removed this and the eye functioned
normally. For two days the chick crouched in
a corner of the carton. On the morning of the
third day the box was empty. The chick was
in a corner of the room and ran quite
strongly when disturbed. Its feathers were
smooth and normally arranged, showing no
sign of its ordeal.
I took it back to the mound and set it free.
Its behaviour was that of any other chick. It
scratched a comfortable little hollow in the
sand and sat in it, head upright and alert. It
was not noticeably hungry, once or twice it
scratched in the litter and picked up
something. Three hours later it wandered
away.
I watched it go; an indomitable,
indestructible, incredible little bird: one of the
smallest Lowans.
*Lowan: the name given by the Aborigines to
what is now more generally, although not so
euphoniously, known as the Malleefowl
(Leipoa ocellata)
**North-western Victoria

Harold’s photos next page
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PHOTOGRAPHS FROM HAROLD BUCKINGHAM'S COLLECTION

Harold observing a ‘Mallee Hen’ at work on a mound

Malleefowl and chick

The recovered chick resting in the bush

Chick Harold rescued

‘Chick in a box!’

NATIONAL MALLEEFOWL RECOVERY TEAM MEMBER

MAL NORMAN, SA
Hi, I’m a Bird Keeper at Adelaide Zoo.
Growing up in the western suburbs of
Sydney I spent my childhood
exploring the local bushland,
collecting critters to observe before
releasing them. My family owned a
hobby farm near Mudgee NSW where
I developed a passion for bird
watching. A regular visitor to Taronga
Zoo I spent hours observing birds and
annoying keepers with questions
about bird husbandry and
conservation. Joining the Aviculture
Society of NSW I started keeping
birds. My underlying philosophy of
best husbandry for wild animals in

captivity has developed but hasn’t
changed – to replicate natural habitat
as accurately as possible. Graduating
from James Ruse Agricultural College
I got side tracked from my true
passion, studied Marketing
Management and worked in printing
broking.
Losing my father in my 20’s led me
to reassess my life direction and I
enrolled part time in a Bachelor
Science Biology at Macquarie
University. During this time I
volunteered at Macquarie University
Fauna Park supporting research in
immuno-contraception, predator
recognition, and speciation studies in
rock wallabies. To pay the bills I
worked for a couple of environment
management companies in bush
regeneration. Graduating in 2000
brought a new millennium and a new
direction.
I gained a keeper position at Taronga
Zoo Bird Department. For 2 years I
was mentored by their experienced
staff and worked with a diverse range
of species including Malleefowl.
From 2002 to 2006 I was employed
as Bird Keeper at Western Plains Zoo
maintaining a captive population of 8
breeding pair of Malleefowl under the
NSW Malleefowl Recovery Program.
Breeding rare species in captivity and
releasing them into the wild is a zoo
keepers dream and I was able to
release birds at Yathong and
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Nombinnie with follow up radio
tracking. I also took part in mound
surveys in the Goonoo Forest.
In 2006 I joined Adelaide Zoos’ Bird
Department. My involvement with the
wider Malleefowl community began in
2009 when I attended a monitoring
training weekend at Wyperfeld
National Park and met some of the
current members of the NMRT. Soon
after, ZoosSA answered a call for help
from the NMRT to assist Taneal
Copes’ important genetics study at
Wandown Nature Reserve. Vaughan
Wilson, a colleague from Monarto
Zoo, and I spent a week with Taneal
setting up her incubators and
assisting with egg collection. We had
gained experience over the previous
couple of years on several egg
collection trips at Ferries McDonald
National Park. ZoosSA maintain an
insurance population of Ferries
McDonald Malleefowl.
I have attended the last two National
Malleefowl Forums and I’m continually
amazed at the organisation, passion
and numbers of volunteers’
committed to the annual monitoring
of Malleefowl. I’m not an academic
and I’m a bit over awed by the brilliant
minds that surround me on the NMRT.
I hope to inspire young visitors to our
zoos the way I was inspired by my
childhood visits to Taronga Zoo. I look
forward to representing ZoosSA as a
member of the NMRT.

